
8 Canadian Evangelicals and 
Same-Sex Marriage

J O N A T H A N  M A L L O Y

In the struggle to legalize same-sex marriage in Canada, one of the most 

noticeable aspects was the new prominence of evangelical Christian activ-

ism. Evangelical campaigns and protests spurred media headlines like “Th e 

Rising Clout Of Canada’s Religious Right” (McDonald ) and “Gay Mar-

riage Galvanizes Canada’s Christian Right” (Mason ). Th e election of a 

national Conservative government in  further increased speculation 

that evangelicals, though unsuccessful in preventing same-sex marriage, 

were a growing political force in Canada. Th e context of George W. Bush’s 

well-known evangelicalism and the power of the American religious right 

led many Canadians to wonder if Canada was developing its own brand of 

American-style evangelical activism.

 However, the evangelical presence in Canada is broader, more long-

standing, and more nuanced than many realize. While Canadian evangelic-

als did become more prominent in the mid-s, this was due to the 

unusual political opportunities and circumstances of the same-sex marriage 

debate. Canadian evangelicals have been politically active since the s, 

but much of this activism has been shaped and constrained by institutional 

and other factors – factors that did not necessarily apply to the special case 

of same-sex marriage. Th us, I suggest that, while the mobilization around 

same-sex marriage clearly constituted a major surge for evangelicals, it does 

not necessarily represent a new and permanent level of activism.
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The Canadian Evangelical Presence
No one agrees how many Canadians are evangelical, especially because 

there is no universal defi nition of “evangelical.” Th e term “fundamentalist,” 

while sometimes used interchangeably with “evangelical,” generally denotes 

only the most conservative evangelicals. Diff erent categories and questions 

can yield very diff erent answers (Hiemstra ). Grenville () argues 

that up to  percent of Canadians are evangelical Protestants and that a 

further  percent are “evangelical Catholics” (Van Ginkel ; Rawlyk 

). Others, like Hoover et al. (, ), suggest the number is “be-

tween  and  percent.” Moving beyond the category of “evangelical” 

makes things even more unclear. Bowen () suggests that the number 

of “conservative Protestants” in  was only . percent, falling from . 

percent in . But a  survey reported in Macleans’s magazine found 

that  percent of Canadians declared themselves “born-again Christians” 

(Gatehouse ). In short, the “evangelical” population of Canada is hard 

to defi ne or to measure precisely. It is also unclear whether it is rising – 

some, like Bibby (), argue that evangelical attendance is relatively steady 

and that it grows mainly through members’ children rather than through 

newcomers.

 It is also hard to discuss Canadian evangelicals without making Amer-

ican comparisons. Many scholars emphasize the separate roots of Canadian 

evangelicalism, with its own movements, fi gures, and doctrinal traditions 

that draw from Canadian (and/or UK) roots rather than from American 

sources (Stackhouse ; Rawlyk and Noll ). But others see evangelic-

alism as an American import, infl uenced and directed by American sources 

and essentially “un-Canadian.” In this vein, Michael Adams () argues 

that evangelicalism and religiosity in general are one of the most distinctive 

diff erences between Canada and the United States. Beyond that, some ob-

servations imply that evangelical political intervention is an “unCanadian” 

spillover from the United States.

 Comparisons between evangelicals in Canada and the United States 

often assume they are ideologically similar, and this is not surprising, given 

their shared doctrinal beliefs. Reimer fi nds close links between Canadian 

and American evangelicals in an “evangelical subculture” of churches, busi-

nesses, educational institutions, media, and other organizations that spans 

the Canada-US border. Hence, he argues: “evangelicals ... in both countries 

resemble each other far more than they resemble their fellow countrymen” 

(Reimer , ).
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 But in discussing the above shared evangelical subculture, Reimer (, 

) fi nds that “the biggest and most consistent diff erences between evangel-

icals north and south of the border show up in the realm of politics.” His 

own survey fi nds that, when discussing politics, “Americans are more likely 

to emphasize moral problems while Canadians are more likely to raise eco-

nomic problems” (). And Noll () suggests that Canadian evangelic-

als operate in a necessarily smaller world than do American evangelicals 

and that this either encourages or necessitates more cooperation both 

among evangelicals themselves and between evangelicals and other Chris-

tian denominations and the larger society. He also fi nds “a diff erent set of 

expectations for relations between church and state” in Canada (ibid., ). 

Woven into Canadian public institutions rather than offi  cially separated, 

Canadian Christians (evangelical or other) do not display the same anti-

state polarization that is so observable among American evangelicals. Simi-

larly, Hoover () cites survey evidence and interviews with evangelical 

leaders to suggest that Canadian evangelicals are less right-wing than are 

American evangelicals, while Hoover et al. () compares the political 

views of American and Canadian evangelicals and fi nds that Canadians are 

more supportive of state intervention in the economy and attempts to al-

leviate economic inequalities than are Americans.

 Indeed, not all evangelical groups and activists are right-wing – either in 

Canada or in the United States (Smith <??>; Ballmer ). Th e Can-

adian social democratic left has distinctly evangelical roots, most notably in 

the Baptist minister Tommy Douglas and the early Co-operative Common-

wealth Federation (later the New Democratic Party). And some modern de-

nominations, such as Mennonites and Christian Reformed, which may not 

explicitly identify as evangelicals, combine evangelical-style conservative 

values on abortion and sexual orientation with social justice traditions that 

call for more state intervention in economic and social issues. For example, 

Citizens for Public Justice is a Christian Reformed organization that lobbies 

for improved housing and social policies, better treatment of refugees, and 

similar issues. And the most prominent Canadian evangelical group, the 

Evangelical Fellowship of Canada, combines staunch opposition to abortion 

and same-sex marriage with a strong commitment to anti-poverty and anti-

homelessness initiatives.

 Th e diff erent national identities and political cultures of the two coun-

tries are also signifi cant. In the United States, a powerful sense of national 

destiny and character creates a “civil religious myth” that evangelicals can 

easily tap into. Th is involves notions of American destiny, exceptionalism, 
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and uniqueness, intricately interwoven with Christianity. Canada, without 

as strong a set of unifying national myths (Kim ), does not off er the 

same kind of vehicle for evangelical mobilizing. While Canadian evangelic-

als note the mention of God in the Constitution Act, , and other Chris-

tian references in Canadian history, they do not really fi t or resonate with a 

larger civil religious identity. Similarly, Canadian evangelicals rarely talk 

about God, Christianity, or the Bible in external messages directed at non-

evangelicals. In the United States, even non-evangelical American polit-

icians and groups are much more likely than are Canadian evangelicals to 

cite scripture and divine concepts as a matter of course.

 Th ese underlying diff erences suggest a Canadian evangelical population 

less susceptible than the American one to political mobilizing, at least as a 

“Christian right.” It lacks the historic sense of separateness from the state 

and other Christian denominations, a myth of national destiny, and other 

social and public institutions to encourage and build an overarching sense 

of political separateness. Additionally, until recently, Canadian broadcast 

regulations prohibited single-religion radio and television stations, and they 

continue to discourage explicit political programming in favour of worship 

and “family” entertainment content (Brooks ) – denying a potent form 

of political communication and organizing.

 A further Canadian-American diff erence involves the institutional open-

ings for political activism. In addition to the broadcast regulations men-

tioned above, the Westminster parliamentary system provides fewer 

openings for evangelical and other political activists than does the Amer-

ican system (Bruce ; Soper ; Smith b<??>). Legislative aff airs 

are dominated by the governing party, which, in turn, is dominated by its 

leader, and Canadian legislators have little initiative to introduce bills, ask 

questions without party approval, or build independent bases of power 

(such as in committees). Nor can they easily build local support separate 

from their party since the Canadian electoral system does not provide sep-

arate ballots for local candidates and national party leaders. Party power is 

further consolidated through concentration of fi nancial resources and the 

power to manipulate or override local nominations. As well, citizen initia-

tives and referenda are far less common in Canada than they are in the 

United States, and the Canadian system also places a great deal of power in 

career public servants with few sub-cabinet political appointees. Overall, 

the Canadian and American systems diff er dramatically with regard to the 

openings and levers available for evangelical activists.
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 Nevertheless, Canadian evangelicals have been politically active since at 

least the s, but their activism has often taken diff erent institutional and 

ideological routes than has American-style activism. Th e fi rst such groups 

were the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada (EFC) and Focus on the Family 

Canada (FOTFCanada). Th e EFC, founded in  as a coordinating body 

for evangelical ministers, launched its public policy role when Brian Stiller 

became executive director in . FOTFCanada was also founded in  

as a subsidiary of James Dobson’s prominent American organization. But it 

is important to note the multiple purposes of these groups. Th e EFC origin-

ated and continues to serve as a general coordinating body for evangelical 

churches and denominations in Canada, off ering a variety of non-political 

services and publications. Similarly, while both the American and Canadian 

branches of Focus on the Family clearly represent a particular understand-

ing and defi nition of the family (Gilgoff  ), FOTF Canada’s primary 

focus has been books, radio shows, and other advisory services for parents. 

Both groups have always qualifi ed for charitable tax status as they are only 

minimally involved with direct political lobbying.

 Other evangelical activists were present in this period, particularly in 

the anti-abortion movement and often in loose alliance with Roman Cath-

olics. Organizations like Campaign Life Canada brought evangelicals and 

Catholics together to focus on abortion, euthanasia, and similar issues. But 

evangelical-Catholic relations were and are somewhat tenuous, both over 

specifi c issues like birth control and over much larger doctrinal and theo-

logical divides. Th ey formed “uneasy alliances” (Herman ). Th ey may 

have shared conservative social goals, but they had a long and continuing 

history of profound sectarian confl ict. Another organization, REAL Women, 

though not explicitly evangelical, was also publicly prominent in the s 

in its opposition to abortion and other key feminist and gay rights policies. 

Perhaps the most notable evangelical of this era was Ken Campbell, a Bap-

tist minister who founded Renaissance Canada in  and Choose Life 

Canada in  as vehicles for his crusades against abortion, homosexuality, 

and lack of parental choices in education (Csillag ). Campbell was 

highly active in the anti-abortion movement and in opposing the inclusion 

of sexual orientation in human rights codes (Rayside ). But Campbell, 

REAL Women, and other individual evangelical activists did not build larger 

organizational bases or signifi cant political alliances. Nor did they move be-

yond outsider tactics like protests, letter campaigns, and publicity events.

 Another form of evangelical presence involved the evangelical MPs 

elected in  as part of the Mulroney Conservative government, forming 
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what was thought to be a substantial “God Squad” within the caucus. But 

there is little evidence that these MPs had much policy infl uence as back-

benchers, although they did develop informal caucuses and other groupings 

and played a role in Bill C- (see below). In , the Reform Party arose as 

a major political party in Canada, led by evangelical Preston Manning. But 

even Manning was careful not to link his faith directly to his political pos-

itions and generally avoided references to his beliefs (Manning ). His 

successor, Stockwell Day, also an evangelical, was more open about his faith, 

leading to much speculation about a hidden religious agenda in the  

election. Day’s failure to win that election and other factors not necessarily 

related to his faith led to his losing the leadership in  and his being re-

placed by Stephen Harper (see below for the relationship between evangel-

icals and Stephen Harper).

 Abortion rights was the most notable evangelical issue in the s and 

early s. But, while deeply opposed to abortion, evangelicals diff ered 

considerably regarding what political tactics to use and which policy and 

legal objectives to pursue. Some, like Campbell, rejected almost any com-

promise or exceptions and focused on street confrontations and blockades, 

at times defying legal injunctions. Other groups, such as the EFC, focused 

more on legal strategies, appearing as intervenors in various abortion cases, 

while also encouraging congregations to lobby elected offi  cials. Th e issue 

culminated in - with Bill C-, a compromise bill that attempted to 

place limits on abortion without banning it outright. Evangelical leaders 

such as EFC’s Stiller were consulted on the bill and supported it, but many 

other “pro-life” activists lobbied to defeat the bill (as did many pro-choice 

groups). Bill C- was narrowly defeated, and this badly split the anti-

abortion movement – a fi ssure that remains even today (Jalsevac ).

 In other words, Canadian evangelicals were politically active in the s 

and s but were generally neither very high-profi le nor particularly ef-

fective in meeting their goals. Th e most prominent activists, such as Camp-

bell, were almost entirely outside the conventional political system and 

relied largely on abortion clinic protests and other direct actions. A larger 

and more sophisticated political and organizational base did not develop, 

and, overall, Canada never developed anything close to the organized polit-

ical clout of the American religious right in the s and s.

Same-Sex Marriage: An Unusual Political Opening
However, Canadian evangelical activism took major steps forward after 

 as same-sex marriage moved towards becoming Canadian law. Why? 
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I argue that the key reason is not necessarily increased evangelical aware-

ness or resources but, rather, particular institutional and ideological aspects 

of the same-sex marriage debate. Many of the above-mentioned constraints 

and factors did not apply. Consequently, Canadian evangelicals were able to 

organize, mobilize, and lobby on a much greater scale than ever before.

 Same-sex marriage arose as a signifi cant political issue in Canada in the 

late s, primarily through a series of court cases involving gays and les-

bians who were seeking the right to marry or the equivalent rights of mar-

ried partners (Smith a). By the early s, gays and lesbians began 

winning their marriage challenges regularly in provincial courts, and, in 

, the Supreme Court of Canada essentially upheld earlier provincial 

court rulings in favour of same-sex marriage. Meanwhile, Parliament was 

split largely along party lines. While the governing Liberal Party had op-

posed same-sex marriage for most of the s, by  its leaders and 

most of the parliamentary caucus supported it. In contrast, the major op-

position party, the Conservatives, was generally opposed to same-sex mar-

riage, though with a small minority in favour. Th e smaller Bloc Québécois 

and New Democratic Party both strongly favoured same-sex marriage.

 Th e House of Commons held four key votes on same-sex marriage. In 

, in response to growing court activism, the House of Commons over-

whelmingly passed a Reform Party resolution to reaffi  rm the defi nition of 

marriage as “the union of one man and one woman to the exclusion of all 

others.” But, in , the resolution was reintroduced by same-sex marriage 

opponents and narrowly defeated, with prominent Liberals, including then 

prime minister Chretien and his designated successor Paul Martin, switch-

ing their previous votes. In , Parliament then passed the Civil Marriage 

Act, legalizing same-sex marriage. Finally, a Conservative government was 

elected in  and held a vote on whether to revisit the same-sex marriage 

law. Th e motion was defeated. All these votes presented a simple, clear 

choice – to support or to oppose same-sex marriage. Federal jurisdiction 

included only the power to defi ne marriage (and divorce), and the Supreme 

Court of Canada had made it clear that legislating a civil union regime 

would not be within the federal competence.

 Th e above parliamentary votes were all “free votes,” in which most party 

leaders neither directed nor disciplined their MPs. Th e New Democratic 

Party, however, required all its members to vote in favour of same-sex mar-

riage and expelled one dissident MP. Free votes are rare in Canadian politics 

and are restricted to the most contentious issues, such as same-sex marriage 

and other sexual orientation rights (Overby ), the C- vote on abortion 
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() (Overby, Tatalovich, and Studlar ), and capital punishment 

(). Hence, individual MPs were unusually free and open to persuasion 

and pressure.

 Furthermore, national elections were held in  and , and in both 

elections same-sex marriage was a prominent issue. Th ese free votes and 

general elections presented multiple opportunities for conservative Chris-

tians to press candidates on their positions and to mobilize supporters and 

opponents. In short, many of the usual institutional obstacles and con-

straints did not apply, and, unusually for Canadian politics, power was 

placed primarily in the hands of individual legislators who had been freed 

from normal party discipline.

 Additionally, unlike many issues, including even abortion (over which 

there are diff erences regarding what exceptions might be permissible and 

what political tactics and strategies should be used), same-sex marriage is 

an unambiguous issue for most evangelicals. It aff ects the heart of evangel-

ical thinking about family structures, reproduction, and, especially, the 

reading of the Bible and its prohibitions against homosexual acts. Hence, 

the specifi c issue of legalizing marriage presented a clear choice – one upon 

which almost all evangelicals strongly agree. Whereas evangelical opinion 

was and is somewhat less unifi ed regarding other issues of sexual orienta-

tion, such as anti-discrimination laws, gay/lesbian adoption, school curric-

ula, and “civil unions,” this was not and is not the case with regard to 

same-sex marriage. Th is sharp focus on legalizing same-sex marriage pro-

vided a powerful and unifying political opportunity for evangelicals.

 Evangelicals took advantage of this opening in many ways. Th e EFC and 

FOTFCanada were heavily involved, sponsoring newspaper ads, letter cam-

paigns, and other information eff orts including a FOTFCanada online guide 

in spring  that listed every MP and their position on same-sex mar-

riage. Other groups, like the Canadian Family Action Coalition (founded 

), were more explicitly political and were not constrained by charitable 

tax status. Further, a fl ood of other groups and activists appeared on the 

political scene, leading to much of the new media attention on evangelicals 

(McDonald ; Dreher ; Mason ).

 Some evangelical messages were highly visible to non-evangelicals, such 

as an FOTFCanada newspaper campaign in  showing a man, woman, 

and child surrounded by a large multiethnic crowd and the message: “We 

Believe in Mom and Dad. We Believe in Marriage.” But most evangelical 

messages circulated only in evangelical enclaves, through mailing lists, web-

sites, bulletin inserts, and other media. Messages were overwhelmingly in 
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print or online rather than on radio or television. Hence, while protests and 

the occasional newspaper ad received attention in the mainstream media, 

more important were the websites, mailings, and circulars disseminated by 

large and small groups to evangelicals themselves – and, of course, weekly 

sermons in church.

 While particularly diffi  cult to measure, anecdotal evidence suggests that 

many Canadian pastors spoke directly from pulpits and otherwise gave an 

offi  cial imprimatur to anti-same sex marriage eff orts. Many of the materials 

produced by evangelical groups were entitled “church action kits,” “letters to 

pastors,” and so on, and they were printed in half-sheets that were inserted 

in weekly bulletins. Pastors were likely convinced that this was a truly “mor-

al” issue in which church teachings were clear and the choice was unambigu-

ous – against same-sex marriage. Hence, they felt comfortable speaking out 

specifi cally against same-sex marriage, without addressing other sexual 

orientation rights. Additionally, pastors could avoid accusations of political 

involvement by not endorsing actual candidates or parties but simply urging 

congregants to “pray” about the issue and consider it when they voted – 

prayer, of course, being considered a serious and important tool in itself 

among evangelicals.

 Th ere is little evidence that evangelical eff orts were centrally directed. 

While there was coordination and information exchange between individ-

uals and groups, no truly central spokespersons or organizations developed. 

Th e closest was the Defend Marriage Coalition, which combined the Can-

ada Family Action Coalition (CFAC), REAL Women, the Campaign Life 

Coalition, and the Catholic Civil Rights League in a loose organization sep-

arate from the EFC and FOTFCanada. Some individuals received main-

stream media attention – most notably Charles McVety, associated with 

CFAC and other groups, and Tristan Emmanuel, who was associated with a 

new group called Equipping Christians for the Public Square. Th ese groups 

worked together, particularly to organize public demonstrations on Parlia-

ment Hill and elsewhere. But, in general, activists and groups remained 

largely distinct from one another, with a variety of individual initiatives, 

events, and messages, rather than forming centralized organizations and 

eff orts. Admittedly, there may have been more coordination in private, but 

there is little evidence to suggest evangelicals planned or acted in concert. 

Central direction was not necessarily needed since the overall message was 

clear – to oppose same-sex marriage. As mentioned, not all groups en-

dorsed particular candidates. But the simplicity and centrality of the mes-

sage left little ambiguity, focusing, as it did, on the need to elect and support 
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MPs who opposed same-sex marriage and to defeat or sway those who 

supported it.

New Groups and Institutionalization
Many small groups arose in the fi ght against same-sex marriage. But many 

came and went, even between the  and  elections, and were large-

ly volunteer-based or driven by single individuals. Often fl ashy websites and 

media attention allowed groups to appear bigger and more organized than 

they actually were. In fact, few new organizations became established out of 

the same-sex marriage fi ght, and the long-term survival of even these few is 

uncertain.

 Evidence of this is found in a comparative study of Canadian evangelical 

political websites that were engaged in anti-same-sex marriage activism. 

Surveys of websites revealed that, of  identifi ed sites in ,  were 

defunct in ,  had not been updated in a year, and only  were clearly 

up to date and maintained (including both the EFC and FOTFCanada).

 Existing groups, like the EFC and FOTFCanada, were all established and 

politically involved in other issues before same-sex marriage appeared, and, 

since the emergence of the latter, they have not increased signifi cantly in 

size or scope. FOTFCanada has, however, established the Institute on Mar-

riage and the Family, an Ottawa lobby offi  ce that sponsors and promotes 

conservative research on “family” issues. As mentioned, many of the new 

groups were driven largely by dynamic single individuals, like Tristan Em-

manuel (Equipping Christians for the Public Square), Craig Chandler (Con-

cerned Christians Canada, Inc)., Faytene Kryskow (MyCanada), and 

Charles McVety (affi  liated with several organizations, including CFAC). But 

the organizational base behind these charismatic individuals is often weak or 

unclear, with most of their focus being single high-profi le actions, such as 

advertisements and protests. Th ough still active in most cases, these groups/

individuals lack the characteristics of long-term institutionalization, such 

as a broad leadership, a stable mass membership, and a range of short- and 

long-term activities; rather, they resemble the earlier activism of Ken 

Campbell, a dynamic but marginal individual who was unable or unwilling 

to build a sustainable, institutionalized political organization separate from 

himself.

 Nor did same-sex marriage lead to further consolidation or centralization 

of the evangelical political movement. It did inspire the Defend Marriage 

Coalition, a group combining evangelicals, Catholics, and the nominally 

non-sectarian REAL Women. Evangelical leaders were also invited to meet 
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collectively with senior government leaders, and evangelical groups and ac-

tivists continue to talk with each other formally and informally. But, signifi -

cantly, no permanent structures emerged in the aftermath of the same-sex 

marriage fi ght. Th ere is especially little evidence of coalitions or permanent 

relationships with conservative Catholics and other non-evangelical con-

servative groups (by early , the Defend Marriage website was defunct 

and linked back to CFAC). Nor are there any examples of organized national 

networks bringing together autonomous local or provincial organizations 

under a common banner, like family policy councils in the United States 

(Gilgoff  ).

 In short, same-sex marriage spurred many new groups and much activ-

ism, but it led neither to major expansions of existing groups nor to signifi -

cant new organizations, coalitions, or other signs of a mature political 

movement. Many of the new groups remain active, but none of their more 

charismatic activists appear to have built any immediately signifi cant polit-

ical following. Same-sex marriage may have taught these activists more 

about the political arena and built new contacts, mailing lists, and other 

valuable resources. It may also have galvanized evangelicals as a whole, rais-

ing their political awareness and priming them for further activity on other 

issues. Th is could have a long-term eff ect. But how and on what issues? 

Same-sex marriage combined an issue upon which there was unusual agree-

ment with a clear institutional focus. Since another parliamentary vote on 

same-sex marriage is unlikely, evangelical groups and activists must now 

decide what comes next. Will groups push for restrictions on other sexual 

orientation issues, such as school curricula (a provincial and local issue)? 

Will they shift to abortion and reproductive rights? Th ere are many choices. 

But that is the dilemma – many possible issues to choose, and few or no 

obvious ones that have clear political openings and/or reasonable chances 

of success. More likely is a return to the activism of an earlier era, with a 

continuing fl ow of small groups and entrepreneurial individuals but little 

organized eff ort and only marginal and sporadic infl uence. Even if same-sex 

marriage has raised the political consciousness of evangelicals generally, 

this does not mean that, without the right political opportunities, they will 

be able to mobilize in the future.

The Conservative Party
A second possible area of long-term infl uence and institutionalization for 

evangelicals involves political parties, especially the Conservative Party. 

As we have seen, the Conservative Party was fi rmly opposed to same-sex 
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marriage (with a handful of dissenting MPs). Further, in both the  and 

 elections, the Liberal Party argued, directly and indirectly, that the 

Conservatives and their leader Stephen Harper had a “hidden agenda” and 

were downright “scary,” in part because of their alleged evangelical ties and 

social conservative agenda. Th us, even if evangelicals did not create major 

new groups of their own, they may have found a political home in the Con-

servative Party.

 Th e relationship between evangelicals and political parties in Canada is 

unclear, partly because of the unusual circumstances of the Canadian party 

system in the s. While the Reform Party had a number of active evan-

gelicals, especially party founder and leader Preston Manning, it was driven 

more by a populist focus of economic conservatism and regional grievances 

(Laycock ) than by an overt religious agenda. After a brief name change 

in , when it became the Canadian Alliance, the party merged with the 

Progressive Conservatives in  to form the new Conservative Party.

 Th e few studies of Canadian evangelical voting do not always agree with 

each other, especially since they defi ne and categorize evangelicals and re-

lated groups diff erently and hence are not comparable. Guth and Fraser 

() found that, in the mid-s, evangelicals were more likely to sup-

port the Reform Party, while mainline Protestants preferred the Progressive 

Conservatives. Lutztig and Wilson () also fi nd strong moral conserva-

tive (i.e., not necessarily “evangelical”) support for the Reform Party. But 

Hoover (, ), who was also looking at mid-s data, found that 

over half ( percent) of Canadian “Christian right” sympathizers favoured 

the Liberal Party. In Hoover’s study, the Progressive Conservative Party and 

the Reform Party together only garnered  percent support. Th is is strik-

ing, especially given Hoover’s sole focus on Christian right supporters; how-

ever, it may be explained by the complicated multi-party and regionalized 

Canadian political system, which sees support for conservative Liberal can-

didates in Ontario and Atlantic Canada, where the Reform Party was nei-

ther well established nor very competitive.

 Grenville () found that, in the  election, two-thirds of “Protest-

ants who attend church weekly” voted for the Conservatives – a  percent 

increase from . If we assume a signifi cant number of these Protestants 

are evangelical, could this suggest a possible surge driven by same-sex mar-

riage? If so, why did it not have the same eff ect in , when same-sex 

marriage was just as prominent? One possibility is increased turnout. But 

Grenville argues that the key determinant was “cleaning up corruption,” 

with regular churchgoers (both Catholic and Protestant) more likely than 
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other voters to identify this as a key election issue, ahead of social and eco-

nomic policies – and same-sex marriage.

 Studies of the  election also yield somewhat varying results, again 

partly because of the incompatible defi nitions of “evangelical.” However, 

both Gidengil et al. () and Hutchinson and Hiemstra () agree that 

evangelicals have become less likely to vote Liberal. Gidengil et al. (, ) 

found that, in , “Christians who believe that the bible is the literal word 

of God” preferred the Conservatives over the Liberals “by a margin of al-

most  points.” But Hutchinson and Hiemstra, writing under the sponsor-

ship of the EFC, argue that “evangelicals” are voting for parties other than 

either the Liberals or the Conservatives, with a signifi cant NDP vote in 

some regions and some support for the Bloc Québécois in Quebec. Th ey 

argue that, since the s, evangelical support for conservative parties 

“was due more to Liberal Party alienation of evangelical voters than to a 

determined attempt on the part of evangelicals to infl uence politics from 

the ‘religious right’” (Hutchinson and Hiemstra , ), and they fi nd that 

by  evangelical support for the Conservatives had “either reached a 

plateau or begun to decline” ().

 In short, while there appears to be an affi  nity between evangelical voters 

and the Conservative Party, the evidence is not overwhelmingly clear. One 

possible reason for this is the diff erence between social conservatism (anti-

abortion, anti-gay rights, etc.) and economic conservatism. As we saw 

above, Canadian evangelicals are not by any means on the political right as 

a whole, and, in particular, they are not as economically conservative as are 

American evangelicals. Th is may complicate their relationship with the 

Conservative Party, especially under the Canadian electoral system, which 

allows only a single combined vote for local candidates, party and party 

leaders together. Evangelicals may strongly support the social conservative 

agenda of the Conservative Party, but some may be less enthusiastic about 

its economic conservatism.

 Alternatively, though, evangelicals may be active within the Conservative 

Party itself. Prime minister and party leader Stephen Harper is an evangelic-

al, although he says very little about his beliefs (Mackey ). And, while 

evangelicals are certainly found in the Conservative cabinet and caucus, it is 

diffi  cult to establish how many. In December , the National Post news-

paper attempted to survey the religious beliefs and habits of all Canadian 

MPs, but nearly half did not respond to repeated queries and another hun-

dred specifi cally declined to participate (Brean and DeRosa ). Th e sixty-

three participating MPs gave a wide range of answers, spanning various 
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religious traditions, most of which were non-evangelical. Th e most interest-

ing aspect of the survey is the non-participation itself, suggesting that Can-

adian MPs do not feel that their beliefs are a public matter, or at least that 

they are not amenable to survey questions. In my research, I have asked 

self-identifi ed evangelical Conservative MPs to estimate how many of their 

colleagues are evangelical. None has been able to make more than vague 

guesses, although this may refl ect a reluctance to concede that the party has 

a signifi cant evangelical wing. Th e most well-known evangelical grouping 

on Parliament Hill, the weekly prayer breakfast, attracts about fi fteen to 

twenty attendees every week and has a total of about forty to fi fty regular 

attendees, the majority of whom are Conservative. But not all identify as 

evangelical, while other evangelicals do not attend the breakfast.

 Th ere are many individual connections between evangelical groups and 

the Conservatives (McDonald ). In , the main Ottawa lobbyists 

for the EFC and FOTFCanada were both former Conservative staff ers and 

election candidates. Th e former president of FOTFCanada became chief of 

staff  to a Conservative minister in , and another ministerial aide was 

once director of Trinity Western University’s Ottawa campus institute, an 

outpost of evangelical education in the national capital. But these are a few 

individuals among hundreds of past and present Conservative staff . And, 

while there are identifi able evangelicals in the current cabinet, such as 

Chuck Strahl, former leader Stockwell Day, and Vic Toews, they are, like 

Harper, generally muted about their beliefs. While all are political conserva-

tives, none has been identifi ed as pursuing openly “evangelical” agendas (al-

though Toews, as justice minister, followed a strong “law and order” agenda, 

including raising the age of heterosexual consent, a key evangelical goal). 

While some government policies, like cutbacks to child care and women’s 

programs, can be interpreted as accomplishments by anti-feminist evangel-

icals, these also refl ect am economic and anti-state agenda rather than just 

a socially conservative one.

 Admittedly, there may be more going on behind the scenes in the rela-

tively closed parliamentary system. As noted, the hierarchy and discipline of 

Canadian parties leaves evangelicals with limited freedom to openly pursue 

their own agendas, but other meetings and infl uence may take place behind 

the scenes. As well, evangelicals have been active in local party nomina-

tions: in the summer of , evangelical activist Charles McVety un-

successfully challenged the renomination of then Conservative MP Garth 

Turner, largely because of Turner’s support for same-sex marriage. But this 

eff ort failed, and senior party offi  cials have criticized such eff orts.
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 Overall, when we consider the relationship between evangelicals and the 

current Conservative government, the evidence can support various inter-

pretations. One example is the December  parliamentary vote on re-

opening same-sex marriage, as promised by the Conservatives after the 

Civil Marriage Act, . Th e Conservatives were elected in January  

with this promise in their platform, but they did not hold the vote until De-

cember, after repeatedly promising to hold it but not scheduling a date. Th e 

vote was ultimately held with only a week’s notice and failed. How can we 

interpret this? One perspective is that the Conservatives tried but failed to 

roll back same-sex marriage and may well try again, although Harper has 

said he will not. Another perspective is that it was a quick attempt to dis-

pose of the obligation to hold the vote without giving evangelical groups 

suffi  cient time to mobilize and to focus their eff orts, thus ultimately laying 

the issue to rest.

 Th us, while it is clear that evangelicals have not created a major new set 

of political groups and coalitions as a result of same-sex marriage, they 

could well be pursuing more infl uence within the Conservative Party itself. 

However, even if this is the case, it may not be either an eff ective or an advis-

able option for evangelicals. A long-term Conservative-evangelical alliance 

would not necessarily be in evangelical interests if and when the Conserva-

tives lose power since, in Canada’s system of responsible government, gov-

erning parties control nearly all legislative and executive actions. Many 

evangelicals are unwilling to support a political party that pursues both so-

cial and economic conservatism. Th us, while some evangelical activists may 

work to mobilize their supporters to vote Conservative, others will avoid 

partisan entanglements, whether out of principle, for strategic reasons, or 

due to simple disagreement with the wider Conservative agenda.

Conclusion: Can Evangelicals Infl uence the Political Agenda?
In , Didi Herman (, ) wrote that “academics are divided over 

whether the Christian Right is a vibrant or a dying force in Canada.” While 

same-sex marriage led to increased evangelical activism in Canada, Her-

man’s statement still applies today. It is not clear whether what we are now 

witnessing is a new and permanent level of evangelical activism or merely a 

temporary surge. Same-sex marriage was an issue upon which evangelicals 

largely agreed, and for which the political openings were clear and avail-

able. But without such political opportunities, Canadian evangelical activ-

ism is likely to return to the more low-profi le and mixed patterns of the 

s and s.
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 A key test for any future evangelical activism is whether it can actually 

shape the public agenda rather than simply react to events (as was the case 

with same-sex-marriage). Evangelicals fought “an uphill battle” (Smith 

a), reacting to the string of judicial rulings initiated by gay and lesbian 

activists against current marriage laws (in which evangelicals sought inter-

venor status). In contrast, in the United States, gays and lesbians are the 

ones in a “much more defensive posture” (ibid.). Canadian evangelicals 

have generally been unable to seriously challenge, much less roll back, 

policy gains by feminists, gays and lesbians, and other groups through, for 

example, new abortion laws or restrictions on same-sex marriage. One pos-

sible example of pre-emptive action is the  House of Commons resolu-

tion affi  rming the defi nition of marriage as “the union of one man and one 

woman to the exclusion of all others,” which attempted to head off  the 

same-sex marriage trend. But this had little eff ect on subsequent judicial 

rulings.

 If evangelical activism becomes more prominent and infl uential in Can-

adian politics, it is likely to be in areas outside sexuality and the political 

right – such as social policy, the environment, international development, 

and human rights – areas in which groups like the EFC and the semi-

evangelical Citizens for Public Justice have long been active. Here evangelic-

als are more likely to work in coalition with other religious and non-religious 

organizations and, with a more subdued profi le, to focus on research and 

information lobbying rather than on demonstrations and choosing political 

candidates. Some groups, like the EFC, will continue to combine this work 

with activism against sexual orientation and reproductive rights. And other 

groups and individuals will continue to promote a true “religious right” 

agenda, focusing on sexuality and reproduction issues and combining 

these with other social and economic conservative values. But these groups 

will likely remain small and driven by individual activists, attracting some 

public notice but having minimal real infl uence on politics and public policy.

 In conclusion, the struggle over same-sex marriage created a wave of new 

evangelical activism in Canada, but the evidence of a truly new level of 

evangelical activism, especially “religious right” activism, is at best mixed. 

Canadian evangelicals remain politically dispersed and disparate, without 

the political opportunities and institutional openings available to their 

American counterparts. Th ey cannot be counted out completely as a polit-

ical force, but they remain highly defensive, with little ability to shape the 

public agenda, especially on issues of sexuality and reproduction such as 

same-sex marriage.
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